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I. INTRODUCT ION 

Among many processes which take place when atomic nuclei are 
bombarded by hadrons at high energies - at energies higher than 
the pion pl:oduction threshold - the emission of "fast" nucleons 
from the target nuclei plays imDartant rele. The emitted nucle
ons are "fast" - with kinetic energies from about 20 up to 
about 400 NeV, and are known as the "g-track leaving particles", 
if protons are recognized in photonuclear em~lsions.The presen
ce of events in which intensive emission of nucleons appears 
without ejection of particles which could be produced/ 1• 2/ , and 
experimpntal finding that the particle production process in 
hadron-nucleus collisions does not influence the nucleon emis
sion process at any projectile energy ,a, • cause us to be in
clined to conclude that the nucleon emission process proceeds 
independently of the particle production, and any collision of 
a hadron with an atomic nucleus can give rise to the nucleon 
emission. In most of experiments the emission of "fast" protons 
is observed only, the neutron emission leaves almost unobserved 
in the detectors in use now. 

The nucleon emission may be characterized simply by the 
multiplicity oN and by oN -distribution of the emitted nucle
ons, by energy and momentum spectra, and angular distributions 
of the nucleons. The nucleon mUltiplicity oN , or the proton 
multiplicity op only, may serve as a natural measure of the 
nucleon emission intensity. 

We limit ourselves here to considerations about the nucleon 
emission intensity, or correctly, about the proton emission 
intensity mainly. \ole would like here to describe the nucleon 
emission intensity simply and quantitatively, on the basis of 
the picture of this process obtained experimentally in our stu
dies /1- 3/ , performed ~)y means of the Dubn,l JINR 26 litre 
xenon bubble chamber exposed to 2.34 GeV/c momentum positively 
charged pions and to 5 and 9 GeV/c momentum negatively charged 
pions, and by means of the Moscow ITEPh 180 litre xenon bubble 
chamber exposed to neg~tively charged pions at 3.5 GeV/c momen
tum. In forming our viewpoint,results obtained in various other 
experiments /4- 15/ and our data on energy and momentum spect
ra /161 • and angular distributions /171 of the emitted fast pro
tons at various incident hagrons played illportant role. 

What does it mean "To describe a physical process quantita
tively?". A number of examples from the history of physics 
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teach the general procedure by which we acquire physical under
standing, creating finally a picture of the process and its quan
titative representation by a formula. There are three elements 
prerequisite to an understanding a physical phenomenon: a)Quali 
tative picture of the phenomenon; b) Precise knowledge of the 
behaviour of the variables characterizing the phenomenon; 
c) Boundary conditions. 

The purpose of the present paper is to put on record results 
of our efforts, to express by formulas the characteristics of 
the intensity of emission of nucleons in hadron-nucleus colli 
sions at high energies. The formulas are not simple fittings of 
the experimental data, they are based on physical motivations 
only, and do not contain free parameters. 

2. EMPIRICAL BASIS 

The empirical basis which is to be presented now was found 
in experimental studies of hadron-nucleus collisions at inci
dent hadron energy from about 2 up to about 9 GeV, and in the 
analysis of appropriate data available 14-151 up to about 
3500 GeV. Results were presented in one of our earlier works

llSI 

and in the works cited in it. 

2. I. 	Appropriate Facts Stated Experimentally 

Here, the experimental facts are listed only which will un
derlie in deducing the formulas characterizing the nucleon 
emission intensity: 

I. Hadron-nucleus collision events occur in which the pro
jectile with kinetic energy much larger than the pion produc
tion threshold passes through massive target nucleus without 
causing ejection of particles which could be produced; the pas
sages are accompanied by emission of fast nucleons; at projecti 
le energies from about 1 up to about a few GeV stoppings of 
hadrons inside the target nucleus occur as well, the percentage 
of occurrence of stoppings decreases with projectile energy in
crease - at above a few GeV they do not occur at all, only pas
sages happen relatively plentifully. 

II. The nucleon emission proceeds in a strictly definite 
manner: a) The number of emitted nucleons nN equals the number 
of nucleons met by the hadron around its course 

A 
2 A

nN = 	 IT Do A(l - e t ), (I) 

where Do is the nucleon diameter; here Do is the radius of the 
cylindrical region, centered on the hadron path A, within 
which the nucleons are met, A is in nucleons/S units and S 
= ITDg '" 10.3 fm2; At in nucl/S is the mean free path of the 
hadron in nuclear matter for the total hadron-nucleon interac
tion, connected with the elementary hadron-nucleon total cross 
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section at in S/nucleon as At = l/at • b) The energy and momen
tum spectra, and the angular distriputions of the emitted pro
tons do not depend on the projectile eu.ergy and identity; the 
spectra and distributions are independent of the number np of 
emitted protons and of the number nIT of produced pions as well. 
c) Incident hadron, in passing through atomic nucleus along its 
diameter D, sees always the same number nN(D) = const of the 
nucleons around it within the rrD~ D region, but the number np 
of the protons met among the nN nucleons fluctuates as: 

np Z np Z nN-np 
nN "" CnN ( (1 - A) , (2) 

np 
where CnN = nN! I[ np ! (n N - IIp )! 1 , Z and A are the atomic and 

mass numbers of the target nucleus. d) Any high energy hadron 
loses its kinetic energy in traversing at(Jmic nucleus; the ener
gy lI..Eh MeV of the hadron lost on its path A nuel/S in nuclear 
matter is: 

lI.. Eh fh A , 	 (3) 

where l~ in MeV/(nucl/S) is the measurable coefficient - for 
pions 11 I fh = lIT '" 180 MeV/nucl/S, for protons 1191 (h = fp 

~ 360 MeV/nucl/S. 
III. The particle production process in hadron-nucleus col

lisions does not influence the nucleon emission process at any 
projectile energy. 

IV. The distribution W[b(AS)l "" W[b(nN)J of the nuclear mat
ter layer thicknesses A nucl/S, at various impact parameters 
b(AS), .\[b(nN)l , for a given target nucleus can be determined 
simply from the experimentally given nucleon density distribu
tion in nuclei 1001 , from the Feli!1i distribution, for example/WI 

1.2. 	Qualitative Picture of the Passage of a Hadron through 
Nuclear Matter Accompanied by Fast Nucleon Emission 

The facts presented above incline us to start with very sim
ple picture of the passage of a hadron through nuclear matter: 
Any high energy hadron gives rise to fast nucleon emission from 
the target nucleus, in passing through it; reactions leading 
to the emission proceed monotonically along the hadron path. 
On the background of the passage and the nucleon emission asso
ciated with it, other processes may occur, for example interac
tions of the hadron leading to the particle production, to high 
energy nucleon recoils, to charge exchange processes, etc. In 
most of the cases when particles are produced the passage of 
the incident hadron goes through some distance in nuclear mat
ter in advance of the reaction leading to the particle creation. 
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The number of nucleons in the target nucleus involved in the [ b (L 5) + 20 ]2:- b - (L 5 ) 
emission process is as large as the number of nucleons contained 

0 

within the volume ITO! A = SA centered on the hadron path A • R2 
c 

Within the frames of the picture presented above, var~Dus 
b(n N" 1/2)types of 	hadron-nucleus collisions may occur: the passages, for nN·~ 1 

stoppings, and events in which passages are accompanied by the 
particle production reactions. 

3. DESCRIPTION PROCEDURE 

As the measure of the nucleon emission intensity we employ 
the multiplicity fiN of the emitted nucleons - it is simply the 
observed 	number fiN of fast nucleons emitted in any of the col
lision events. Nucleon intensity distribution is expressed then 
naturally by the nucleon multiplicity fiN distribution N(nN ) as 
well. 

Following parameters describing the multiplicity distribu
tions are usually of interest: a) The mean nucleon multiplicity 
<nN> ; b) The width of the distribution defined by the square 
root of the second central moment, or the dispersion D = 
=«n~>_<nN>2)1/2; c) The asymmetry of the distribution, as 
measured 	by the skewness Y1- «nN - <nN »3>/03 

; d) The kurtosis 
of the distribution Y2 = «nN - <fiN »4 >/04. 

In most of experiments, corresponding characteristics are 
obtained 	only for the usually observed proton multiplicities nn; 
they are expressed by the same above written formulas,' 
when the nucleon multiplicities nN are replaced by the proton 
multiplicities np in them. 

4. FORMULAS 

The nucleon multiplicity nN distribution N(II N ) and the 
mean nucleon multiplicity <nN > will be determined here expli 
citely; the quantities D, Y1 ' and Y2 may be obtained from the 
N(fiN) and < fiN > as well. 

The nucleon multiplicity distribution N(n N ) is determined 
by the W! b(fi 

N 
)] W[ b( AS) I distribution of the probability for 

incident hadron to fallon the target nucleus aL such impact 
parameter b b(nN) ~ b(AS) to which the nuclear matter layer 
corresponds, thickness nuel/S of which is such that AS ~ liN nuc

(4)( 2b db b(nN)1 = W[b(AS)l = 

1 	
R~ 

II (nN+ 112) 2
b (n 1/2) bl:! (n + 1/2)

N N 

R2 
c 

fol' nN :c 2, 3, 4, , .•••• , OS 

where R ~ b(l. 5) + 200 • D and Do are the diame ters of the tar
get nucleus and of the nucl~on correspondingly. With the addi
tion of 200 the range of the hadron-nucleon interaction at 
the nucleus periphery is included; h (n N) b (A S) can be deter
mined from the nucleon density distribution /201 pCr) in nuclei: 

fiN (b) 	 r r ) dv, (5 ) 
v 

where V =2(R~- b2)1/2'IT'0~ - the cylindrical interaction 
2 2 1/2 . on centered on the hadron path A '" 2(R c - b ). In nuclear 

matter. Because nN(b) is strictly decreasing function of b, 
the reciprocal function b(nN) can be obtained from formula (5). 

The mean thickness < A> nucllS of the target nucleus can be 
obtained from the relation: 

AS= DS nN = DS 

S < A >.~ k SA' W(n ) k nN W(nN ), (6)
As",- 1 

N 
fiN'" 1 

where D is the target nuel ('US diameter. 
Now, we are ready for writting formulas for N(nN) , < nN >, 

and N(np )' < np >, and then - for corresponding dispersions, 
skewnesses, and kurtosises as well. 

4.1. Nucleon Emission Intensity liN Distribution N 

Naturally, formula (4) allows one to obtain formula for N(n N): 

__A(nJi~:": 	 nN 

,I 	
At·S "t 

N(D
N 

) kW(n
N 

)(I. e k )(1· e ). (7) 

where Dt At· S and At in nuellS is the "totall! mean free path of 
the hadron in nuclear matter rel<lted to the total hadron-nucle

leons are contained around the hadron course in nuclear matter).. . on cross-section 0t in Sinucleon as At~ l/o t ,k - the norma-
The distribution Wlb(nN)i is: lization coefficient defined explicitly below. 
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The mean value of the nucleon emission intensity nN is: 
<A> 

(8)< n N > =< A > (1 - e ). 

where <A> nucl/S is given by formula (6). 

4.2. Proton Emission Intensity np Distribution N(np) 

On the empirical basis presented above. the proton multipli
city np distribution N(nn) may be simply written as: 

nNnw os 
np Z np Z nN-npnt (9)N(n ) k ~ W(n )-(l-e )C (-) (1--)

p N AnN A
nN= 1 

where W(nN) is given by formula (4) trom the nucleon density 
distribution in nuclei; the second factor takes into account 
the efficiency of hadron interaction in nuclear matter; the bi-
nomial factor accounts for the fluctuations of the electric 
charge in nuclear matter, which are Seen by the incident hadron 
around its path A ; the normalization coefficient 

nN= so 

k = ~ 1/(1 - exp[ - nN/nt 1); nN = 1,2,. .. , SD', but nN2"np' 


nN= 


The mean intensity of the fast proton emission is: 
A> 

Z (IO)
<np > -8 < A> (1 - e ).

A 

formula (9) describes the nucleon emission intensity distri
bution in the sample of any-type collision events - when passa
ges and particle production occur. This formula, if multiplied 

-nN/nj 'b - , by t he f actor e , descr1 es the proton em1SS1on 1nten
sity distribution r;,asinp) in the sample of the passages of the 

incident hadron through target nuclei without causing particle 
production as well. then: 

nN 

nj 
Npas(n p ) = N(n -e (It) 

where nj = Ai 8, and Ai is the mean free path of the incident 
hadron 1n nuclear matter for an inelastic reaction, in nucl/S 
unit; Ai is related to the inelastic hadron-nucleon cross sec
tion!7j S/nucleon as Aj = 

If passages could be selected which occur along the target 
nucleus diameter D, we would have for corresponding distribu
tion ~asO (np) of the emitted proton multiplicity np: 

nN 

nt, np Z(A)np (1 _ ~)nN-np ( 12)N n(n) = Wen )(1 - e ) C 
pas P N nN A 

When the mass number of the target nucleus is large enough. A ~ 
~ 100, the second factor is practically equal to one, and the 
normalization coefficient k, not written in formula (12), is 
almost one; nN in formula (12) is definite and equal to DS, 
then W(n N) can be taken as equal to one. for normalization. 
Then, formula (12) can be rewritten, for the heavy nuclei. as: 

np Z np Z nN - np 
N n(n) Cn (-) (1 - -) (12' ) 

pas p N A A 

Formula (12') describes as well the events when stoppings in 
nuclear matter occur on path lengths as large as the diameter 
D of the target nucleus is; such a case we observe in the xenon 
bubble chamber exposed to negatively charged pions at 3.5 GeV/c 
momentum /2/, 

5. SHORT DISCUSSION AND REMARKS 

In section 4, a complete set of formulas for description of 
the nucleon emission intensity has been given. The formulas, 
as deduced from empirical facts, should be regarded as found 
experimentally. Among the formulas, only those for characteri
zing the proton emission intensity are testable experimentally 
now, for various hadrons colliding with various nuclei, because 
information about neutron emission in hadron-nucleus collisions 
at high energies does not exist practically. 

The formulas for the proton emission characteristics are 
applicable for the neutron emission characteristics as well, 
if the proton multiplicity np is replaced by the neutron multi
plicity nn and the ratio Z/A is replaced by the ratio (A-Z)/Z 
in them. 

The quantities: dispersion, skewness. and kurtosis can be 
obtained from the formulas for the mean values of the nucleon. 
proton. and neutron multiplicities nN' n p , nn' correspondingly. 
without difficulty. 

A-dependences of the characteristics of the nucleon. proton, 
and neutron emission intensities are through the function Wen 
and the lengths A(n N) ; the energy-dependences of the characte
ristics in question are through the energy-dependent mean free 
paths At and Ai ; the hadron identity-dependence is through the 
quanti ties At and Ai as well. 

Formulas are valid without corrections at incident hadron 
energies above a few GeV, for the nuclei with A ~ 12; the same 
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formulas are valid at lower energies as well, but in the case 
the dependence of hadron paths in nuclear matter on the hadron 
energy should be taken into account, due to the hadron energy 
losses in nuclear matter. Corrections may be done as it has 
been used to do in one of my earli er works 1211. The account for 
the 	interacting periphery of the nucleus may be performed in a 
different way, not as in formula (4), as well. 

Some of formulas presented were tested in collisions of va
rious hadrons with vatious nuclei at energies [rom about I up 
to 	about 3500 GeV. 

This work was performed in collaboration with Institute of 
PhYsics of the hTarsaw Technical University, "Within the frame
worK of the problem of Fundamental Research, in the part concer

the studies of hadron-nucleus collisions at high energies: 
Program CPBP-01.09. 
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CTpyraJlbC"I4H S. \ El-86-578 
toPMynw, OnI4CW8~e MHTeHCM8HOCT14 HcnYCKaHMA 
HyKnOH08 8 CTOJlKH08eH14AX aApoH08 C RApaMH 

Ha 6aae c~eCT8~I4X 3KCnepHMeHTaJlbHWX AaHHWx swaeAeHW ¢OPMynw, onMCW-
8a~He I4HTeHCM8HOCTM McnYCKaHI4A HYKJlOHOS S CTonKHOSeHKAX aAPOH-AApo 8 Tep
MHHaX pa3Mepo8 AApa MHWeHI4 M nqDTHOCTI4 pacnpeAeneHHA HYKnOHOS 8 HApax. top
Mynw He A8JlAQTCA npOCTO n~rOHKoH nOA 3KcnepHMeHTaJlbHWe AaHHwe, MX aw80A 
6aa14pyeTcA Ha rny6oKoH ....aM~eCKoH MOTMsaqMM. OHM He CQAep.aT C8060AHNx na
paMeTpoa. 8 ~opMYJlaX COAep~aTCA A- M 3HepreTH~eCKHe aaSMCMMOCTM 14 aaaM
CMMOCTb OT Toro,KaKoH HaneT~H aAPGH MCnOJlb3yeTcA S CTOJlKHOSeHHM C RApoM. 
toPMYnw npMMeHHMW npM 3HeprMAX Bwwe nopora po~eHMA OMOHOS. 

Pa60Ta aWOOnHeHa a fla60paTopHM awCOKI4X 3HeprHM OHft". 

Coo6weHHe 06!.lWIIIeHBoro IIIICTJI:1'}'Ta lQlepHbIX HccneIlOBa.tlJlii.,ny&ra 1986 

Strugalski Z. El-86-578 
Formulas for D:escriptlon of Nucleon Emission 
Intensity in Hadron-Nucl~s Collisions 

Formulas for description of the nucleon emission intensity in hadron
-nucleus c~lllsions, In terms of the data on the target nucleus size and 
nucleon dlnsity distribution In atomic nuclei. are obtained on tbe basis 
of experimental data available. The formulas presented are nqt simple fit 
tings of the data, they are based on physical motivation only, and do not 
contain free parameters. Formulas contain A-, energy-, and hadron Identity
dependences, and are valid at Incident hadron energy over the pIon produc
tion threshold. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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